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Fabrication of 50 nm period gratings with
multilevel interference lithography
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We have developed a multilevel interference lithography process to fabricate 50 nm period gratings using
light with a 351.1 nm wavelength. In this process multiple grating levels patterned by interference lithog-
raphy are overlaid and spatial–phase aligned to a common reference grating using interferometry. Each
grating level is patterned with offset phase shifts and etched into a single layer to achieve spatial-frequency
multiplication. The effect of the multilayer periodic structure on interference lithography is examined to
optimize the fabrication process. This process presents a general scheme for overlaying periodic structures
and can be used to fabricate more complex periodic structures. © 2008 Optical Society of America
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High-density grating structures have applications in
many research areas, including x-ray and extreme
ultraviolet spectroscopy [1–3], subwavelength optics
[4], atom diffraction [5], and templates for self-
assembly [6]. There are a number of important fac-
tors in describing periodic structures, including grat-
ing period, spatial–phase coherence, linewidth
control, and patterned area size. Depending on the
application, emphasis is placed on different factors.

Interference lithography is an attractive method
for fabricating grating structures, as it offers several
advantages including a large exposure area and high
spatial–phase coherence. However, the spatial reso-
lution is limited by the light source, and the smallest
attainable period is � /2n, where � is the light source
wavelength and n is the refractive index of the me-
dium. Shorter wavelength lasers and immersion
techniques have been used to fabricate gratings with
sub-50 nm periods [7,8], but these methods require
complex sources and have limited exposure area.
Other nonoptical fabrication processes have been
demonstrated to multiply the spatial frequency of
patterned gratings by an even factor down to a 50 nm
period [9,10], but the process is limited to one-
dimensional patterns.

This Letter presents an alternative spatial-
frequency multiplication process based on the con-
cept of multiple exposures [11]. In this process sev-
eral levels of grating patterns are aligned with high
accuracy to produce a grating with a 50 nm period.
Using this process the wavelength-limited resolution
in interference lithography can be extended with
high-precision metrology and well-controlled fabrica-
tion techniques.

Our fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 1. Ini-
tially, a silicon nitride reference grating with a period
of p=200 nm is patterned in the outer region of a
substrate using interference lithography ��
=351.1 nm�. This reference grating then serves as a
fiducial pattern for subsequent lithography steps
[12]. Photoresist and antireflection coating (ARC) are

then spun onto the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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The first grating level, also with a period of p
=200 nm, is aligned and exposed at a relative phase-
offset to the reference grating, with linewidth w. The
grating pattern is then transfered into the nitride
layer, as depicted in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The process is
then repeated, as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), with

Fig. 1. (Color online) Fabrication process diagram for
multilevel interference lithography. (a) A reference grating
is patterned in the outer substrate region, while the center
region is spincoated with ARC and photoresist. (b) After
aligning to the reference grating, the first grating level
with period p=200 nm is patterned. (c) The pattern is
transfered into nitride. (d) After spincoating ARC and
photoresist, (e) the second grating level is exposed at an
additional � phase-offset. (f) The grating is pattern trans-
fered, resulting in a nitride grating with a period of p /2

=100 nm.
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the second grating level exposed at an additional �
phase-offset. After pattern transfer, the nitride grat-
ing has a resulting period of p /2=100 nm. Depending
on the duty-cycle w /p of each grating level, the pro-
cess can be repeated to further reduce the period.

The main challenges of this multilevel process are
phase overlay accuracy, linewidth control, and layer
design of each grating level. To achieve accurate over-
lay alignment, the phase of the reference grating is
mapped prior to lithography so that each grating
level can be exposed at the desired phase shift. The
phase of the reference grating is measured by two
beams at the same incident angles as during lithog-
raphy, satisfying the Littrow condition. Thus the
zeroth-order reflection of one beam and the backdif-
fracted first order of the other beam copropagate and
interfere, providing a phase signal. The reference
grating is designed with 45 nm of silicon nitride so
that the diffracted orders are balanced in intensity to
optimize the phase signal. This alignment method is
implemented using the MIT nanoruler [13], and over-
lay accuracy of −1±2.8 nm has been achieved over
35 mm�25 mm areas [14].

As a prerequisite for high spatial-frequency multi-
plication factors, a high duty-cycle grating pattern
with nanometer repeatability is needed for each grat-
ing level. To control the grating linewidth, an oxygen
plasma etch is used to reduce the gratting line until
the desired target is reached. After trimming the
linewidth, an image-reversal process is used to trans-
fer the thin-line pattern into a high duty-cycle pat-
tern. Using this process a grating pattern with a
�0.88 duty cycle can be patterned with repeatability
of a few nanometers. At such high duty cycles four
phase-shifted grating levels can be overlaid for four-
fold spatial-frequency multiplication.

Another key issue of the multilevel interference li-
thography process is the optical effect of the layered
periodic structure. In traditional interference lithog-
raphy an ARC layer is typically used to decrease
beam reflection at the photoresist–ARC interface to
reduce standing waves during exposure. For homoge-
neous layers an optimal ARC thickness can be
readily simulated using the transfer matrix method.
In our multilevel process, however, the underlying
grating allows additional propagation modes and
may result in additional standing waves. These ef-
fects are important in designing an exposure photo-
resist stack for each exposure step.

We simulated the optical fields within the multi-
level periodic structure using rigorous coupled-wave
analysis (RCWA) [15–17]. In the multilevel process
the exposure condition for each grating level is differ-
ent, so four separate layer geometries are examined.
The stack in all four cases consists of 220 nm of
photoresist (Sumitomo PFI-88A2, n=1.72−0.04j),
thickness t of ARC (Brewer Science i-CON-16, n
=1.646−0.398j), and 45 nm of silicon nitride �n
=2.47−0.195j� on top of silicon �n=5.47−2.99j�. De-
pending on the exposure step the nitride layer is ei-
ther a homogenous film or a periodic structure pla-
narized by ARC. For an exposure beam ��

=351.1 nm� at an incident angle of 61.37°, the re-
flected efficiencies relative to the incident beam in-
tensity at the photoresist–ARC interface are simu-
lated as functions of ARC thickness t for the four
cases, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each simulating condi-
tion, from the first to the fourth grating level expo-
sure, is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

The first exposure is the case of interference lithog-
raphy over homogenous layers, so there is only the
reflected zeroth order. During the third exposure, the
spatial frequency of the underlying grating has been
doubled and the subwavelength structure yields only
the reflected zeroth order. The underlying grating
during the second exposure allows an additional
propagating order, which has the same wave vector
magnitude as the reflected order. The same is true
during the fourth exposure, in which the underlying
grating from the third exposure produces an addi-
tional propagating order. In the latter two cases the
intensity of the grating-induced propagating order is
relatively small compared to the reflected order and
is weakened significantly by the ARC. To minimize
the intensity of the dominant reflected order, ARC
thicknesses from 120–130 nm have been chosen for
the exposures.

A scanning electron micrograph of a spatial-
frequency doubled grating using the mutlilevel inter-
ference lithography process is shown in Fig. 3. Using
�=351.1 nm, the sample was patterned twice with a
200 nm period grating. The resulting 100 nm period
grating is etched into nitride. The phase overlay ac-
curacy and linewidth variation between the two lev-
els are typically both better than 5 nm over a
35 mm�20 mm area. The grating has the desired
high duty-cycle profile required for the placement of
subsequent levels. A third exposure can place another
grating level between the two existing grating pat-
terns, as shown in Fig. 4. This pattern demonstrates
the versatility of the multilevel interference lithogra-
phy process, in which 200 nm period grating patterns
with feature sizes down to �25 nm can be aligned
and exposed at arbitrary phase shifts. The fourth ex-
posure places the final grating level, resulting in a
50 nm period grating, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Simulated intensity efficiencies of
the reflected orders at the photoresist–ARC interface with
varying ARC thickness for the four exposure conditions. (b)
The corresponding exposure conditions, each with 220 nm
of photoresist, thickness t of ARC, and 45 nm of

homogenous–periodic silicon nitride on top of silicon.
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Typically, for each level of lithography overlay ac-
curacy and linewidth control to a few nanometers can
be achieved over large areas. However, instability of
process conditions and particle contamination limit

Fig. 3. 100 nm period grating fabricated by overlaying two
200 nm period grating levels.

Fig. 4. Grating pattern fabricated by overlaying three
200 nm period grating levels.

Fig. 5. 50 nm period grating fabricated by overlaying four

200 nm period grating levels.
yield in the university laboratory environment. In
principle, by having tighter process control this mul-
tilevel process can be scaled to pattern 300 mm sub-
strates. A closed-loop metrology scheme with real-
time phase measurement would also increase the
robustness of this process and is being explored.

In this Letter, a multilevel interference lithogra-
phy fabrication process overlaying multiple grating
levels has been presented. Using this process, four
200 nm grating levels have been overlaid to fabricate
a grating with 50 nm period. More importantly,
spatial-frequency multiplication is only one of many
applications of this process. The ability to pattern
multiple grating levels with �25 nm feature sizes at
arbitrary phase shifts is the main advantage of this
process. By using two-dimensional reference pat-
terns, complex three-dimensional nanostructures can
be fabricated.
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